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Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most 

common liver disease in the world, affecting up to 

30% of the adult population. Advanced glycation end 

products (AGEs), formed as a result of non-enzymatic 

reaction between reducing-sugars and proteins, have 

been suggested as a second hit that drives NAFLD 

progression to liver fibrosis.  Of many receptors, 

receptor for AGEs (RAGE) is the best characterized 

AGE receptor.1

To investigate the role of RAGE in mediating AGE effects in 

NAFLD mice.

❑ Two groups of C57BL/6 mice were fed a high fat (HF) diet 
for 40 weeks and one group was made diabetic at 15 weeks 
of diet (HF+D) to increase endogenous AGE formation. Third 
group of mice was fed a baked (at 1600C for 1 hour) HF diet 
to increase dietary AGE intake (HF+B), and was also made 
diabetic (HF+B+D). Two groups of RAGE knockout mice were 
fed on either the HF or HF+B and were made diabetic. 

❑ At 40 weeks, animals were sacrificed to collect liver tissues 
for gene expression analysis of proinflammatory and 
profibrotic cytokines and fibrotic marker collagen 1 by qPCR 
and quantification of fibrosis by picrosirius red staining. 
Plasma was harvested for liver function test. Dietary AGE 
content was determined by GC/MS. 

❑ Cell culture experiments were performed using mouse 
Kupffer cell line (KUP5 cells) to explore mechanistic insights. 
Thus, KUP5 cells  were exposed to AGEs (200 g/mL) in the 
presence or absence of RAGE antagonists (RAP and FPS-
ZM1) to determine gene expression of proinflammatory 
cytokines. 

❑ Baking increases dietary AGE content. 

❑ We conclude that increased dietary AGEs, and diabetes which likely 

increases endogenous AGE production, are associated with 

proinflammatory and profibrotic changes that trigger NAFLD 

progression to liver fibrosis.

❑ We also conclude that because RAGE mediates the effects of AGEs, 

RAGE blockade provides a pharmacological strategy to inhibit AGE-

induced NAFLD progression to liver fibrosis.
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Figure 4. RAGE deletion reduces TGF-β1 expression in the liver
RAGE deletion reduced profibrotic TGF-β1 expression in diabetic mice fed 
the high fat (HF) diet. RAGE deletion however not affected -SMA 
expression. On the other hand, RAGE deletion did not affect the expression 
of fibrotic marker gene collagen 1 in diabetic high fat (HF)fed mice; 
however, collagen 1 expression was significantly reduced in high AGE 
(HF+B) fed mice compared to high AGE (HF+B) fed WT mice.
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Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) exacerbate NAFLD progression 
to liver fibrosis via receptor for AGEs (RAGE) in high fat fed mice

In vivo experiments

Cell culture experiments

Figure 5. RAGE deletion reduces liver 
fibrosis in high AGE fed mice
Liver fibrosis, quantified by picrosirius red 
staining, was not reduced in RAGE-/- diabetic 
mice fed the high fat (HF) diet; however, it 
was significantly reduced in RAGE-/- diabetic 
mice fed the high AGE diet (HF+B+D) 
compared to their relevant WT controls.
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Figure 3. RAGE deletion reduces endotoxin (LPS) binding receptor gene expression
Gene expression of CD-14 and TLR-4, the liver receptors that bind to LPS, was significantly lower in RAGE-/-

diabetic mice fed the high fat (HF) or high AGEs (HF+B) diets.

Figure 2. RAGE affects on body weight gain and blood glucose regulation
RAGE-/- mice gained weight at a faster rate than WT mice before and after induction of diabetes at week 15. 
Whilst blood glucose level in RAGE-/- mice were maintained around 17 mmol/L (diabetic + high fat fed) and 25 
mmol/L (diabetic + high AGE fed), blood glucose levels in WT mice fast approached the maximum level (33.3 
mmol/L) that can be recorded with glucometer and continued to increase until 40 weeks.

Figure 1. Baking increases AGE content in the diet
All three AGE types in the diet were increased with baking at 160o C 
for 1h. The fold change in CEL and MG-H1 increase was much higher 
than the increase of CML level. 
CML: N--(carboxymethyl)Lysine, CEL: N--(Carboxyethyl)Lysine, MG-
H1: methylglyoxal-derived hydroimidazolone 1, HF: high fat, 
B:baking.
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Figure 6. RAGE deletion reduces gene expression of proinflammatory cytokines by Kupffer cells
The expression of all three proinflammatory genes, TNF- , MCP-1 and IL-1 was increased when KUP5 cells were 
exposed to AGEs compared to untreated (UT) or control RSA treated cells. However, RAGE blockade with RAP and 
FPS-ZM1 completely prevented the upregulation of these genes.
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